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We take enormous pride in the garments we make. And I really mean
that, down to the smallest little detail. The prototypes that we test in the
harsh climate of the mountains around Åre and all the discussions
regarding the details. Every little bar tack and seam is exactly where it is
supposed to be and is in the exact material and colour we want it to
have. The reason we obsess about the details is simply a genuine
interest in the product. We are all core skiers at the office and this is not
just a job for us. All of us want to feel proud of our products when we see
them out in the mountains.
Men’s Bec de Rosses Jacket
Art nr: 161 1 1000
Icon: Gore-tex
Materials: 3L Gore-tex Pro, PFOA-free DWR
YKK water resistant zippers

The Bec de Rosses Jacket is an all-seam sealed, three-layer shell jacket
made from Gore-Tex Pro. This fabric will make a big difference when ski
touring or taking part in other physical activities. The Bec de Rosses
Jacket has an excellent fit allowing plenty of movement and is perfect for
skiers who want to be able to easily adjust their warmth using a layering
system. It has a unique cut for a ski jacket, the idea behind it comes from
wet suits designed for surfing and gives excellent freedom of movement.
With its superb fit and well-thought-through details it is a favourite for
both mechanized off-piste skiing and ski touring in the mountains.

All-seam sealed, three-layer Gore-Tex Pro - New Generation.
Fully adjustable, fixed storm hood that fits over a ski helmet.
Extra high front collar with brushed tricot on the inside. Ventilation
holes in the inner placket.
Large storage pockets, strategically placed, with a goggle cloth.
Ski pass sleeve pocket.
Top stitching at critical seams to increase durability.
Detachable powder skirt with snap-to-pant system and anti-slip
elastic.
Ventilation openings under the arms with two-way zippers.

Anatomically shaped wide cuffs to fit over gloves.
Earphone compatible, zippered inner pocket.
- Inner mesh storage pocket.
- YKK water resistant zippers.
- Fit: Relaxed
- Sizes: XS-XXL
Men’s Bec de Rosses Pant
Art nr: 161 1 2000
Icon: Gore-tex, Schoeller
Materials: 3L Gore-tex Pro, PFOA-free DWR
YKK water resistant zippers,
Schoeller Keprotec
The Bec de Rosses Pant is an all-seam sealed, three-layer shell Pant
with comfort fit. It is made from Gore-Tex Pro. This fabric will make a big
difference when ski touring or taking part in other physical activities. After
a big snow dump the detachable stretch bib is perfect to keep the snow
out, and it can easily be removed to transform the garment into regular
pants. With its superb fit and well-thought-through details it is a favourite
for both mechanized off-piste skiing and ski touring in the mountains.
- All-seam sealed, three-layer Gore-Tex Pro.
- Detachable stretch bib with suspenders.
- ¾ length two-way side zippers.
- Waist adjustment system hidden on the inside of waist.
- Articulated pre-shaped knees.
- Cargo hand pockets with brushed tricot.
- Inner transceiver pocket with zipper, inside right hand pocket.
- Cargo back pocket.
- Snap-to-jacket system.
- Adjusted shape of bottom of pants to work well with bindings.
- Snow gaiters with anti-slip elastic.
- YKK water resistant zippers.
- Schoeller Keprotec reinforcements around the bottom lower and inner
leg.
- Reinforcements on inside lower leg for increased durability.
- Fit: Relaxed
- Size: Sizes: XS-XXL

Men’s Bec des Étagnes Jacket
Art nr: 161 1 1017
Icon: Gore-tex
Materials: 3L Gore-tex Pro, PFOA-free DWR
YKK water resistant zippers
The Bec des Étagnes Jacket is an all-seam sealed, three-layer freeskiing shell with a little longer cut, made from Gore-Tex Pro. This fabric
will make a big difference when moving fast in the mountains. The Bec
des Étagnes Jacket has an excellent fit allowing plenty of movement and
is perfect for skiers who want to be able to easily adjust their warmth
using a layering system. The BdÉ jacket is designed to be paired with
the Bec de Rosses Pants. With its superb fit and well-thought-through
details it is a new favourite for both mechanized off-piste skiing and ski
touring in the mountains. Bec des Étagnes is another favourite in Verbier.
Only a short hike from Mont-Fort and great skiing on the north face.
- All-seam sealed, three-layer Gore-Tex Pro.
- Fully adjustable, fixed storm hood that fits over a ski helmet.
- Extra high front collar with brushed tricot on the inside. Ventilation holes
in the inner placket.
- Two hand pockets with a goggle cloth.
- Chest pocket.
- Ski pass sleeve pocket.
- Top stitching at critical seams to increase durability.
- Detachable powder skirt with snap-to-pant system and anti-slip elastic.
- Armpit ventilation with two-way zippers.
- Anatomically shaped wide cuffs to fit over gloves.
- Lycra inner cuffs with thumb holes.
- Earphone compatible, zippered inner pocket.
- Inner mesh storage pocket.
- YKK water resistant zippers.
- Fit: Relaxed
- Sizes: XS-XXL
M Backside Parka
Art nr: 161 1 1024
Icon: Gore-tex, Thermore
Materials: 2L Gore-tex PFOA-free DWR
80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester,
YKK water resistant zippers

The Backside Parka is a two-layer Gore-Tex free-skiing Parka with light
insulation in the sleeves and front panels. We have removed the
insulation from the back panels of the jacket to reduce the risk of
overheating caused by wearing back protection or a backpack. Don’t let
the urban look fool you, it’s still a technical jacket with a slightly longer
body length. This is a new style for this season.
All-seam sealed, two-layer Gore-Tex.
80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester insulation.
Heat regulation zone in the jacket’s back.
Fully adjustable, fixed storm hood that fits over a ski helmet.
Extra high front collar with brushed tricot on the inside for comfort.
Ventilation holes in the inner placket.
Detachable powder skirt with snap-to-pant system and anti-slip
elastic.
Hand pockets with brushed tricot and a goggle cloth.
Ski pass sleeve pocket and cargo chest pocket.
Earphone compatible, zippered inner pocket.
Inner mesh storage pocket.
Armpit ventilation with two-way water resistant zippers.
Anatomically shaped wide cuffs to fit over gloves.
Inner lycra cuffs with thumb holes.
YKK water resistant zippers.
Fit: Relaxed
Sizes: XS-XXL

M Mont Fort J
Art nr: 161 1 1025
Icon: Gore-tex, Thermore
Materials: 2L Gore-tex Bluesign certified fabric, PFOA-free DWR
80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester,
YKK water resistant zippers
The Mont Fort Jacket is a two-layer Gore-Tex free-skiing jacket with light
insulation in the sleeves and front panels. We have removed the
insulation from the back panels of the jacket to reduce the risk of
overheating caused by wearing back protection or a backpack. This, and
all the other carefully considered details, make the Mont Fort Jacket a

favourite for mechanized skiing, both on and off piste.
The summit of Mont Fort is accessible by cable car, and gives you easy
access to fantastic skiing terrain in the Verbier area.
All-seam sealed, two-layer Gore-Tex.
80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester insulation.
Heat regulation zone in the jacket’s back.
Fully adjustable, fixed storm hood that fits over a ski helmet.
Extra high front collar with brushed tricot on the inside for comfort.
Ventilation holes in the inner placket.
Fixed powder skirt with snap-to-pant system and anti-slip elastic.
Hand pockets with brushed tricot and a goggle cloth.
Ski pass sleeve pocket.
Earphone compatible, zippered inner pocket.
Inner mesh storage pocket.
Armpit ventilation with two-way water resistant zippers.
Anatomically shaped wide cuffs to fit over gloves.
Inner lycra cuffs with thumb holes.
YKK water resistant zippers.
Fit: Relaxed
Sizes: XS-XXL
M Mont Fort Structure J
Art nr: 161 1 1031
Icon: Gore-tex, Thermore
Materials: 2L Gore-tex Bluesign certified fabric, PFOA-free DWR
80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester,
YKK water resistant zippers
The Mont Fort Structure Jacket is a two-layer Gore-Tex free-skiing jacket
with a structured face fabric. It has light insulation in the sleeves and
front panels. We have removed the insulation from the back panels of
the jacket to reduce the risk of overheating caused by wearing back
protection or a backpack. This, and all the other carefully considered
details, make the Mont Fort Jacket a favourite for mechanized skiing,
both on and off piste.
The summit of Mont Fort is accessible by cable car, and gives you easy
access to fantastic skiing terrain in the Verbier area.
All-seam sealed, two-layer Gore-Tex.

80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester insulation.
Heat regulation zone in the jacket’s back.
Fully adjustable, fixed storm hood that fits over a ski helmet.
Extra high front collar with brushed tricot on the inside for comfort.
Ventilation holes in the inner placket.
Fixed powder skirt with snap-to-pant system and anti-slip elastic.
Hand pockets with brushed tricot and a goggle cloth.
Ski pass sleeve pocket.
Earphone compatible, zippered inner pocket.
Inner mesh storage pocket.
Armpit ventilation with two-way water resistant zippers.
Anatomically shaped wide cuffs to fit over gloves.
Inner lycra cuffs with thumb holes.
YKK water resistant zippers.
Fit: Relaxed
Sizes: XS-XXL

M Tortin J
Art nr: 161 1 1026
Icon: Gore-tex, Thermore
Materials: 2L Gore-tex PFOA-free DWR
80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester,
YKK water resistant zippers
The Tortin Jacket is a two-layer Gore-Tex all-round ski jacket with light
insulation. With its carefully considered details, the Tortin Jacket is a
favourite when skiing in cold conditions, both on and off piste.
Tortin in the Verbier ski area is easily accessed via a number of different
off-piste ski runs. Due to a lack of sun during the early season or late in
the afternoon, you can often get quite cold here when queuing for the
last lift of the day to Verbier.
All-seam sealed, two-layer Gore-Tex.
80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester insulation.
Fully adjustable, fixed storm hood that fits over a ski helmet.
Extra high front collar with brushed tricot on the inside for comfort.
Ventilation holes in the inner placket.
Fixed powder skirt with snap-to-pant system and anti-slip elastic.
Hand pockets with brushed tricot and a goggle cloth.

Ski pass sleeve pocket and cargo chest pocket.
Earphone compatible, zippered inner pocket.
Inner mesh storage pocket.
Armpit ventilation with two-way water resistant zippers.
Anatomically shaped wide cuffs to fit over gloves.
Inner lycra cuffs with thumb holes.
YKK water resistant zippers.
Fit: Relaxed
Sizes: XS-XXL

M Bruson P
Art nr: 161 1 2020
Icon: Gore-tex, Thermore, Schoeller
Materials: 2L Gore-tex Bluesign certified fabric, PFOA-free DWR
80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester,
YKK water resistant zippers, Schoeller Keprotec
The Bruson Pant is a two-layer Gore-Tex free-skiing pant with light
insulation at critical points, such as over the knees and the rear.
Designed to suit active skiers who find overheating more of a problem
than getting cold, the Bruson Pant is a perfect match for any of our
jackets. The ideal garment for mechanized skiing.

All-seam sealed, two-layer Gore-Tex.
Insulated over the rear and knees with 80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100%
recycled polyester insulation.
Long YKK water resistant ventilation zippers.
Waist adjustment system.
Pre-shaped knees.
Hand pockets with water resistant zippers and brushed tricot for
comfort.
Cargo pockets on each leg, with a zippered mobile phone pocket.
Back pockets.
Snap-to-jacket system.
Snow gaiters with anti-slip elastic.
Adjusted shape of bottom of pants to work well with bindings.
Schoeller Keprotec reinforcements around the lower and inner leg.
Fit: Relaxed
Sizes: XS-XXL

M Bruson Structure P
Art nr:
Icon: Gore-tex, Thermore, Schoeller
Materials: 2L Gore-tex Bluesign certified fabric, PFOA-free DWR
80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester,
YKK water resistant zippers, Schoeller Keprotec
The Bruson Pant is a two-layer Gore-Tex free-skiing pant with light
insulation at critical points, such as over the knees and the rear.
Designed to suit active skiers who find overheating more of a problem
than getting cold, the Bruson Pant is a perfect match for any of our
jackets. The ideal garment for mechanized skiing.
All-seam sealed, two-layer Gore-Tex.
Insulated over the rear and knees with 80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100%
recycled polyester insulation.
Long YKK water resistant ventilation zippers.
Waist adjustment system.
Pre-shaped knees.
Hand pockets with water resistant zippers and brushed tricot for
comfort.
Cargo pockets on each leg, with a zippered mobile phone pocket.
Back pockets.
Snap-to-jacket system.
Snow gaiters with anti-slip elastic.
Adjusted shape of bottom of pants to work well with bindings.
Schoeller Keprotec reinforcements around the lower and inner leg.
Fit: Relaxed
Sizes: XS-XXL

Men’s Creblet Pants
Art nr: 161 1 2016
Icon: Gore-tex, Thermore, Schoeller
Materials: 2L Gore-tex Bluesign certified fabric, PFOA-free DWR
80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester,
YKK water resistant zippers, Schoeller Keprotec.

The Creblet Pants are a pair of Gore-Tex two-layer ski pants with light
insulation at critical points such as over the knees and the rear, and a
narrower silhouette. This plus all its well-thought-through details make
the Creblet pants a favourite when skiing in cold conditions, both on and
off piste. Creblet is an easily accessed off-piste ski run in Verbier that you
can get to without hiking.
All-seam sealed, two-layer Gore-Tex.
Critically insulated over the rear and knees with 80 g Thermore
Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester insulation.
-YKK water resistant ventilation zippers.
Waist adjustment system.
Pre-shaped knees.
Hand pockets with water resistant zippers and brushed tricot for
comfort.
Back pockets with water resistant zippers.
Top stitching at critical seams to increase durability.
Snap-to-jacket system.
Snow gaiters with anti-slip elastic.
Schoeller Keprotec reinforcements around the lower and inner leg.
Fit: Regular
Sizes: XS-XXL

Men’s Free Rando Jacket
Art nr: 161 1 1019
Icon:
Materials: Four-way stretch double weave, 49% nylon, 42% polyester,
9% spandex, PFOA-free DWR,
Durable four-way stretch double-weave jacket for randoeé and
backcountry skiing. Since all of us working at Elevenate spend a lot of
time in the backcountry we wanted to make a very breathable ski jacket
in medium-weight fabric. Perfect for the days you want to push it in the
mountains without going for the full race look.
- Durable, weather resistant, breathable, four-way stretch fabric.
- Fully adjustable, fixed storm hood that fits over a ski helmet.
- Extra high front collar with brushed tricot on the inside for comfort.

- Strategically placed zippered hand pockets, with mesh lining and a
goggle cloth.
- Ski pass sleeve pocket.
- Anatomically shaped cuffs.
- Protected draw cord system.
- Fit: Regular
- Sizes: XS-XXL
Men’s Free Rando Pant
Art nr: 161 1 2015
Icon: Schoeller
Materials: Four-way stretch double weave, 49% nylon, 42% polyester,
9% spandex,
PFOA-free DWR,
Schoeller Keprotec.
Durable four-way stretch double-weave pant for randoneé and
backcountry skiing. Since all of us working at Elevenate spend a lot of
time in the backcountry we wanted to make a pair of very breathable ski
pants in medium-weight fabric. Perfect for the days you want to push it in
the mountains without going for the full race look.
- Durable, weather resistant, breathable, four-way stretch fabric.
- Waist adjustment system.
- Pre-shaped knees.
- Zippers at leg endings.
- Snow gaiters with anti-slip elastic.
- Zippered hand pockets.
- Zippered leg pocket.
- Zippered back pocket.
- Soft, brushed tricot at inside of waist.
- Schoeller Keprotec reinforcements around the lower and inner leg.
- Fit: Regular
- Sizes: XS-XXL
M Lautaret P
Art nr: 161 1 2021
Icon: Schoeller
Materials: Four-way stretch double weave, 49% nylon, 42% polyester,
9% spandex,
PFOA-free DWR,

Schoeller Keprotec.
Durable four-way stretch double-weave pant for ski touring and general
outdoor activities. These are very breathable ski pants in medium-weight
fabric that fit over a pair of ski touring boots.
- Durable, weather resistant, breathable, four-way stretch fabric.
- Stretchable belt at waist.
- Pre-shaped knees.
- Zippers at leg endings.
- Width adjustment at leg endings.
- Zippered hand pockets.
- Zippered leg pocket.
- Soft, brushed tricot at inside of waist.
- Schoeller Keprotec reinforcements at the lower part of inner leg.
- Fit: Regular
- Sizes: XS-XXL

M Fouly J
Art nr: 161 1 1027
Icon:
Materials: 100% Nylon- highly breathable and wind resistant
The Fouly Jacket is highly breathable, lightweight and wind resistant.
Ideal for taking along in your backpack or pocket when you want to go
very light and fast in the mountains.
- Highly breathable, lightweight and wind resistant fabric.
- Adjustable, fixed storm hood.
- High front collar with brushed tricot on the inside for comfort.
- Zippered chest pocket.
- Adjustable cuffs with Hypalon straps.
- Draw cord system at bottom.
- Fit: Relaxed
- Sizes: XS-XXL

M Arolla Tour P
Art nr: 161 1 2022
Icon:
Materials: Wind resistant- 40% Polyamide, 35% Polyester, 22%
Polyurethane, 3% Elastane. Stretch fleece- 85% Polyamide, 15%
Elastane.
The Arolla Tour Pant is a tight fit ski touring pant in stretch fabric that has
strategically placed wind resistant panels.
- Strategic, wind resistant panels.
- Reinforcement stretch fabric on lower legs.
- Zippers on the outside lower leg for leg width adjustment.
- Hand pockets with brushed lining
- Adjustable waist with draw cord.
- Elastic band with logo at inside of waist
- Anti-slip elastic at inside of lower leg.
- Pre shaped knees.
- Reflex print.
- Athletic, tight fit.
- Sizes: XS-XXL
M Transition Hood
Art nr: 161 1 5044
Icon: Pontetorto Technostretch
Materials: Pontetorto Technostretch superlight 97% Polyester, 3%
Elastane, Bluesign certified fabric. Stretch mesh: 80% Polyamide, 20%
Elastane.
Transition Hood is a ski touring mid-layer in lightweight technostretch that
allows maximum mobility. Technostretch is an ideal mid-layer as it has a
durable face and a warm, insulating reverse. It dries quickly and the
stretch allows a snug fit. Has two large storage pockets in stretch mesh,
offering quick and warm storage for skins when you have many
transitions along the way.

- Pontetorto Technostretch superlight, Bluesign certified fabric.
- Large storage pockets in stretch mesh (for skins).
- Minimal hood, to fit underneath a helmet.
- Extra high front collar
- Full-length zipper with chin guard in brushed tricot
- Lycra cuffs at end of sleeves.
- Welded inner placket in brushed tricot.
- Flatlock seams.
- Fit: Athletic
- Sizes: XS-XXL

Men’s Agile Jacket
Art nr: 161 1 3017
Icon: Primaloft Eco
Materials: Toray 100% Polyester, PFOA-free, DWR.
95/5 White Goose Down, Fill power 750 cuin. 100 g Primaloft Eco
The Agile Jacket is a mid-weight down jacket that works as a warm mid
layer or a standalone jacket in dry, cold conditions. The fabric’s softness
allows insulation in the jacket to have more loft. It is padded with 95/5
white goose down with a 750 cuin fill power and synthetic fibres at
strategic places so that you will keep warm and comfortable in cold
conditions.
White goose down 95/5.
Fill power 750 cuin, European standard.
Toray 100% Polyester, PFOA-free, DWR.
Strategic placement of Primaloft Eco at critical areas such as
shoulders and elbows.
Adjustable, down filled, fixed hood.
Extra high front collar.
Pre-shaped sleeves.
Striped front zipper.
Zippered insulated hand pockets.
Zippered inner pocket.
Protected draw cord system.
Lycra finish at sleeves to minimize bulk around sleeve cuffs.
Fit: Regular
Sizes: XS-XXL

Men’s Rapide Vest
Art nr: 161 1 3011
Icon:
Materials:, Toray 100% Polyester, PFOA-free, DWR.
95/5 White Goose Down, Fill power 750 cuin.
White goose down 95/5.
Fill power 750 cuin, European standard.
Toray 100% Polyester, PFOA-free, DWR
Hand pockets.
Zippered chest pocket.
Zippered security pocket.
Down filled inner placket.
Chin guard in brushed tricot.
Fit: Regular
Sizes: XS-XXL
M Combin J
Art nr: 161 1 1025
Icon: Primaloft Eco
Materials: Toray 100% Polyester, PFOA-free, DWR.
100 g Primaloft Eco
Combin Jacket is a Primaloft jacket with a tailored cut and is ideal under
a shell jacket when it is really cold. As Primaloft is not affected by
moisture, it can also be used over a ski jacket when ski touring or on
long off-piste runs when some extra warmth is needed. It is also fantastic
as a comfortable jacket around town when your ski day is over. Its
athletic fit allows for maximum comfort and mobility.
100 gram Primaloft Eco insulation.
Toray 100% Polyester, PFOA-free, DWR.
Adjustable, fixed hood.
Extra high front collar with chin guard in brushed tricot.
Zippered insulated hand pockets.
Earphone compatible zippered chest pocket.
Lycra finish to minimize bulk around sleeve cuffs.
Inner mesh storage pocket.
Protected draw cord system.
Fit: Regular
Sizes: XS-XXL

Men’s Zephyr Shorts
Art nr: 161 1 3019
Icon: Primaloft Eco
Materials: Toray 100% Polyester, PFOA-free, DWR.
Four-way stretch double weave, 49% nylon, 42% polyester, 9% spandex,
PFOA-free DWR,
60 g Thermore Ecodown, 100% polyester.
The Zephyr Shorts are a pair of lightweight synthetic down mid-layer
shorts for cold conditions.
They have a fitted cut and are ideal under a pair of shell pants, but can
also be used over a pair of Free Rando Pants when ski touring and some
extra warmth is needed. Stretch panels allow for maximum comfort and
mobility.
Lightweight construction.
60 g Theremore Ecodown
Toray 100% Polyester, PFOA-free, DWR.
Stretch panels and gusset in four-way stretch double weave.
Full-length two-way side zippers.
Waist elastic with Elevenate logo.
Fit: Regular
Sizes: XS-XXL
Men’s Arpette Stretch Hood
Art nr: 161 1 5040
Icon: Pontetorto Technostretch
Materials: Pontetorto Technostretch 90% Polyester, 10% Spandex,
Bluesign certified fabric.
The Arpette Stretch Hood is an incredibly comfortable mid layer that
allows for maximum mobility. The technostretch is an ideal performing
mid layer as it has a durable face and a warm, insulating reverse as well
as being fast drying. This, together with its fitted cut and functional
design, makes it a very versatile mid-layer jacket that is sure to be a

favourite.
- Pontetorto Technostretch, Bluesign certified fabric.
- Full-length zipper with chin guard in brushed tricot.
- Zippered hand pockets.
- Inner placket in brushed tricot on the inside.
- Lycra finish to minimize bulk around hood and sleeve cuffs.
- Flatlock seams.
- Fit: Regular
- Sizes: XS-XXL

Men’s Arpette Stretch Jacket
Art nr: 161 1 5010
Icon: Pontetorto Technostretch
Materials: Pontetorto Technostretch 90% Polyester, 10% Spandex,
Bluesign certified fabric.
The Arpette Stretch Jacket is an incredibly comfortable mid layer that
allows for maximum mobility. The technostretch is an ideal performing
mid layer as it has a durable face and a warm, insulating reverse. It is
fast drying and the stretch makes the fit body hugging This, together with
its fitted cut and functional design, makes it a very versatile mid-layer
jacket that is sure to be a favourite.
.
- Pontetorto Technostretch, Bluesign certified fabric.
- Collar with brushed tricot on the inside.
- Full-length zipper.
- Welded inner placket in brushed tricot.
- Zippered chest pocket.
- Flatlock seams.
- Fit: Athletic
- Sizes: XS-XXL

Men’s Arpette Stretch Shorts
Art nr: 161 1 5011

Icon: Pontetorto Technostretch
Materials: Pontetorto Technostretch 90% Polyester, 10% Spandex,
Bluesign certified fabric.
The Arpette Stretch Shorts are an incredibly comfortable mid layer that
allow for maximum mobility. The technostretch is an ideal, performing
mid layer as it has a durable face and a warm, insulating reverse. It is
fast drying and the stretch makes the fit body hugging. The Arpette
Stretch Shorts will keep your skiing muscles warm and at three-quarters
length, they will not rub your shins inside your ski boots.
- Pontetorto Technostretch, Bluesign certified fabric.
- Flatlock seams.
- Three-quarter length.
- Elastic with Elevenate logo.
- Gusset at crotch for more freedom of movement.
- Fit: Athletic
- Sizes: XS-XXL

We make technical ski garments for the mountain but also some items
for daily ski resort life. Garments that combine mountain inspired function
and style.

Men’s Argentière Hood
Art nr: 161 1 5026
Icon: Technowool
Materials: Pontetorto Technowool, 37% recycled wool, 48% polyester,
15% nylon
The Argentière Hood is a mid layer in a unique wool fleece named
Techno Wool. A fully-functional, stylish wool product that will both
perform well and look great up on the mountain and down in the town.
Made from 37% recycled wool and 63% fleece, with the inner layer in
fleece and the outer layer in wool. This means that there is no chance of
it itching, even if you only have a t-shirt underneath.
- Pontetorto Techno Wool- 37% recycled wool, 48% polyester, 15%
nylon.

- Full-length zipper with chin guard in brushed tricot.
- Zippered hand pockets.
- Lycra edge at hood.
- Pre-shaped elbows.
- Flatlock seams.
- Fit: Regular
- Sizes: XS-XXL

M Serre Fleece J
Art nr: 161 1 5045
Icon: Pontetorto Technopile
Materials: Pontetorto Microfleece100% Polyester, Bluesign certified
fabric
A comfortable, soft mid-layer in a high quality microfleece.
- Pontetorto Microfleece, Bluesign certified fabric.
- Collar with brushed tricot on the inside.
- Full-length zipper.
- Welded chin guard in brushed tricot.
- Zippered hand pockets.
- Lycra finish to minimize bulk around sleeve cuffs.
- Fit: Regular
- Sizes: XS-XXL

M Cabane Hood
Art nr: 161 1 5046
Materials: 100% Lambswool, five-gauge
A heavy knit lambswool hoodie. With pile fleece lining in the hood.
Fully fashion knit.
100% lambswool.
Resting hand pockets.
Pile fleece lining in hood
Fit: Relaxed
Sizes: XS-XL

M Montagne Knit
Art nr: 161 1 5041
Icon:
Materials: 100% Lambswool, seven-gauge
The Montagne knit is a classic lambswool sweater in Elevenate style.
Fully fashion knit.
100% lambswool.
Fit: Regular
Sizes: XS-XL

M Merino Knit
Art nr: 161 1 5042
Icon:
Materials: 100% merino wool,12-gauge
The Merino knit is a stylish merino sweater with Elevenate detailing.
Fully fashion knit.
100% merino wool
Fit: Regular
Sizes: XS-XXL

M Clambin Shirt
Art nr: 161 1 8009
Icon:
Materials: 50% acrylic, 30% polyester, 20% recycled wool, 360 g/sqm
Bluesign certified fabric.
The Clambin Shirt is a relaxed shirt in technical fabric.

Technical fabric- 50% acrylic, 30% polyester, 20% recycled wool,
Chest pockets
Fit: Relaxed
Sizes: XS-XXL

M Elevenate Shirt
Art nr: 161 1 8010
Icon:
Materials: 100% Cotton flannel, 135 g/sqm
The Elevenate Shirt is a regular fit lightweight flannel shirt.
- Chest pocket.
- Fit: Regular
- Sizes: XS-XXL

M Cham Shirt
Art nr: 161 1 8011
Icon:
Materials: 100% Cotton flannel, 240 g/sqm
The Cham Shirt is a relaxed, heavyweight flannel shirt.
Chest pockets
Fit: Relaxed
Sizes: XS-XXL

M Après cord P
Art nr: 161 1 8077
Icon:
Materials: 98% Cotton, 2% Spandex. 275 gr/m
Relaxed pants in stretchy corduroy for the valley.
Comfortable, stretchable corduroy fabric.
Garment-dyed for a soft touch.
Zippered cargo leg pocket.

Hand pockets
Back pockets
Pre-shaped knees
Gusset for increased flexibility.
Fit: Relaxed
Sizes: XS-XXL

M Elevenate T-Shirt
Art nr: 161 1 8015
Icon:
Materials: 100% organic cotton
A statement, for every core skier, in 100% organic cotton. Relaxed fit and
garment-dyed for a soft touch and a great look.
100% organic cotton
Garment-dyed for a soft touch and great look.
Fit: Relaxed
Sizes: XS-XXL

WOMEN’S
Women’s Bec de Rosses Jacket
Art nr: 161 2 1003
Icon: Gore-tex
Materials: 3L Gore-tex Pro, PFOA-free DWR
YKK water resistant zippers.
The Bec de Rosses Jacket is an all-seam sealed, three-layer shell jacket
made from Gore-Tex Pro. This fabric will make a big difference when ski
touring or taking part in other physical activities. The Bec de Rosses
Jacket has an excellent fit allowing plenty of movement and is perfect for
skiers who want to be able to easily adjust their warmth using a layering
system. It has a unique cut for a ski jacket, the idea behind it comes from
wet suits designed for surfing and gives excellent freedom of movement.
With its superb fit and well-thought-through details it is a favourite for
both mechanized off-piste skiing and ski touring in the mountains.

All-seam sealed,three-layer Gore-Tex Pro.
Fully adjustable, fixed storm hood that fits over a ski helmet.
Extra high front collar with brushed tricot on the inside. Ventilation
holes in the inner placket.
Large storage pockets, strategically placed, with a goggle cloth.
Ski pass sleeve pocket.
Top stitching at critical seams to increase durability.
Detachable powder skirt with snap-to-pant system and anti-slip
elastic.
Armpit ventilation with two-way zippers.
Anatomically shaped wide cuffs to fit over gloves.
Earphone compatible, zippered inner pocket.
Inner mesh storage pocket.
YKK water resistant zippers.
Fit: Relaxed
Sizes: XS-XL

Women’s Bec de Rosses Pant
Art nr: 161 2 2004
Icon: Gore-tex, Schoeller
Materials: 3L Gore-tex Pro, PFOA-free DWR
YKK water resistant zippers,
Schoeller Keprotec.
The Bec de Rosses Pant is an all-seam sealed, three-layer shell Pant
with comfort fit. It is made from Gore-Tex Pro. This fabric will make a big
difference when ski touring or taking part in other physical activities. After
a big snow dump the detachable stretch bib is perfect to keep the snow
out, and it can easily be removed to transform the garment into regular
pants. With its superb fit and well-thought-through details it is a favourite
for both mechanized off-piste skiing and ski touring in the mountains.
All-seam sealed,three-layer Gore-Tex Pro.
Detachable stretch bib with suspenders.
¾ length two-way side zippers.
Waist adjustment system hidden on the inside of waist.
Articulated pre-shaped knees.
Cargo hand pockets with brushed tricot.
Inner transceiver pocket with zipper, inside right hand pocket.

Cargo back pocket.
Top stitching at critical seams to increase durability.
Snap-to-jacket system.
Adjusted shape of bottom of pants to work well with bindings.
Snow gaiters with anti-slip elastic.
YKK water resistant zippers.
Schoeller Keprotec reinforcements around the bottom lower and inner
leg.
Reinforcements on inside lower leg for increased durability.
Fit: Relaxed
Size:Sizes: XS-XL

Women’s Bec des Étagnes Jacket
Art nr: 161 2 1015
Icon: Gore-tex
Materials: 3L Gore-tex Pro, PFOA-free DWR
YKK water resistant zippers.
The Bec des Étagnes Jacket is an all-seam sealed, three-layer freeskiing shell with a little longer cut, made from Gore-Tex Pro. This fabric
will make a big difference when moving fast in the mountains. The Bec
des Étagnes Jacket has an excellent fit allowing plenty of movement and
is perfect for skiers who want to be able to easily adjust their warmth
using a layering system. The BdÉ jacket is designed to be paired with
the Bec de Rosses Pants. With its superb fit and well-thought-through
details it is a new favourite for both mechanized off-piste skiing and ski
touring in the mountains. Bec des Étagnes is another favourite in Verbier.
Only a short hike from Mont-Fort and great skiing on the north face.
- All-seam sealed, three-layer Gore-Tex Pro.
- Fully adjustable, fixed storm hood that fits over a ski helmet.
- Extra high front collar with brushed tricot on the inside. Ventilation holes
in the inner placket.
- Two hand pockets with a goggle cloth.
- Chest pocket.
- Ski pass sleeve pocket.
- Top stitching at critical seams to increase durability.
- Detachable powder skirt with snap-to-pant system and anti-slip elastic.
- Armpit ventilation with two-way zippers.
- Anatomically shaped wide cuffs to fit over gloves.

- Lycra inner cuffs with thumb holes.
- Earphone compatible, zippered inner pocket.
- Inner mesh storage pocket.
- YKK water resistant zippers.
- Fit: Relaxed
- Sizes: XS-XL
W Mont Fort J
Art nr: 161 2 1022
Icon: Gore-tex, Thermore
Materials: 2L Gore-tex Bluesign certified fabric, PFOA-free DWR
80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester,
YKK water resistant zippers
The Mont Fort Jacket is a two-layer Gore-Tex free-skiing jacket with light
insulation in the sleeves and front panels. We have removed the
insulation from the back panels of the jacket to reduce the risk of
overheating caused by wearing back protection or a backpack. This, and
all the other carefully considered details, make the Mont Fort Jacket a
favourite for mechanized skiing, both on and off piste.
The summit of Mont Fort is accessible by cable car, and gives you easy
access to fantastic skiing terrain in the Verbier area.
- All-seam sealed, two-layer Gore-Tex.
- 80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester insulation.
- Heat regulation zone in the jacket’s back.
- Fully adjustable, fixed storm hood that fits over a ski helmet.
- Extra high front collar with brushed tricot on the inside for comfort.
Ventilation holes in the inner placket.
- Fixed powder skirt with snap-to-pant system and anti-slip elastic.
- Hand pockets with brushed tricot and a goggle cloth.
- Ski pass sleeve pocket.
- Earphone compatible, zippered inner pocket.
- Inner mesh storage pocket.
- Armpit ventilation with two-way water resistant zippers.
- Anatomically shaped wide cuffs to fit over gloves.
- Inner lycra cuffs with thumb holes.
- YKK water resistant zippers.
- Fit: Relaxed
- Size: XS-XL

W Mont Fort Structure J
Art nr: 161 2 1030
Icon: Gore-tex, Thermore
Materials: 2L Gore-tex Bluesign certified fabric, PFOA-free DWR
80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester,
YKK water resistant zippers
The Mont Fort Structure Jacket is a two-layer Gore-Tex free-skiing jacket
with a structured face fabric. It has light insulation in the sleeves and
front panels. We have removed the insulation from the back panels of
the jacket to reduce the risk of overheating caused by wearing back
protection or a backpack. This, and all the other carefully considered
details, make the Mont Fort Jacket a favourite for mechanized skiing,
both on and off piste.
The summit of Mont Fort is accessible by cable car, and gives you easy
access to fantastic skiing terrain in the Verbier area.

- All-seam sealed, two-layer Gore-Tex.
- 80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester insulation.
- Heat regulation zone in the jacket’s back.
- Fully adjustable, fixed storm hood that fits over a ski helmet.
- Extra high front collar with brushed tricot on the inside for comfort.
Ventilation holes in the inner placket.
- Fixed powder skirt with snap-to-pant system and anti-slip elastic.
- Hand pockets with brushed tricot and a goggle cloth.
- Ski pass sleeve pocket and zippered chest pocket.
- Earphone compatible, zippered inner pocket.
- Inner mesh storage pocket.
- Armpit ventilation with two-way water resistant zippers.
- Anatomically shaped wide cuffs to fit over gloves.
- Inner lycra cuffs with thumb holes.
- YKK water resistant zippers.
- Fit: Relaxed
- Size: XS-XL
W Tortin J
Art nr: 161 2 1023
Icon: Gore-tex, Thermore
Materials: 2L Gore-tex Bluesign certified fabric, PFOA-free DWR
100 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester,

YKK water resistant zippers
The Tortin Jacket is a two-layer Gore-Tex all-round ski jacket with light
insulation. With its carefully considered details, the Tortin Jacket is a
favourite when skiing in cold conditions, both on and off piste.
Tortin in the Verbier ski area is easily accessed via a number of different
off-piste ski runs. Due to a lack of sun during the early season or late in
the afternoon, you can often get quite cold here when queuing for the
last lift of the day to Verbier.
- All-seam sealed, two-layer Gore-Tex.
- 100 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester insulation.
- Fully adjustable, fixed storm hood that fits over a ski helmet.
- Detachable, fake fur around the hood.
- Extra high front collar with brushed tricot on the inside for comfort.
Ventilation holes in the inner placket.
- Fixed powder skirt with snap-to-pant system and anti-slip elastic.
- Hand pockets with brushed tricot and a goggle cloth.
- Ski pass sleeve pocket and zippered chest pocket.
- Earphone compatible, zippered inner pocket.
- Inner mesh storage pocket.
- Armpit ventilation with two-way water resistant zippers.
- Anatomically shaped wide cuffs to fit over gloves.
- Inner lycra cuffs with thumb holes.
- YKK water resistant zippers.
- Fit: Regular
- Sizes: XS-XL

W Bruson P
Art nr: 161 2 2017
Icon: Gore-tex, Thermore, Schoeller
Materials: 2L Gore-tex Bluesign certified fabric, PFOA-free DWR
80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester,
The Bruson Pant is a two-layer Gore-Tex free-skiing pant with light
insulation at critical points such as over the knees and the rear. Designed
to suit active skiers who find overheating more of a problem than getting
cold. The Bruson Pant goes perfect together with any of our jackets. The
ideal garment for mechanized skiing.

YKK water resistant zippers, Schoeller Keprotec
All-seam sealed, two-layer Gore-Tex.
Insulated over the rear and knees with 80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100%
recycled polyester insulation.
Long YKK water resistant ventilation zippers.
Waist adjustment system.
Pre-shaped knees.
Hand pockets with water resistant zippers and brushed tricot for
comfort.
Cargo pockets on each leg, with a zippered mobile phone pocket.
Back pockets.
Snap-to-jacket system.
Snow gaiters with anti-slip elastic.
Adjusted shape of bottom of pants to work well with bindings.
Schoeller Keprotec reinforcements around the lower and inner leg.
Fit: Relaxed
Sizes: XS-XL

Women’s Zermatt Pant
Art nr: 161 2 2011
Icon: Gore-Tex, Thermore, Schoeller
Materials: 2L Gore-Tex Bluesign certified fabric, PFOA-free DWR
80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester,
YKK water resistant zippers,
Schoeller Keprotec.
The Zermatt Pant is a boot-cut, two-layer Gore-Tex free-skiing pant with
light insulation. The ideal garment for mechanized skiing in style. The
Zermatt Pant is perfect together with the Zermatt Jacket or the Creblet
Jacket and it also works well with a shell jacket.
- All-seam sealed, two-layer Gore-Tex.
- 80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester insulation.
- YKK water resistant ventilation zippers.
- Waist adjustment system.
- Pre-shaped knees.
- Hand pockets with water resistant zippers and brushed tricot for
comfort.
- Back pockets.

- Snap-to-jacket system.
- Snow gaiters with anti-slip elastic.
- Schoeller Keprotec reinforcements around the lower and inner leg.
- Fit: Slim, Boot cut
- Sizes: XS-XL
Women’s Zermatt Structure Pant
Art nr: 161 2 2023
Icon: Gore-Tex, Thermore, Schoeller
Materials: 2L Gore-Tex Bluesign certified fabric, PFOA-free DWR
80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester,
YKK water resistant zippers,
Schoeller Keprotec.
The Zermatt Structure Pant is a boot-cut, two-layer Gore-Tex free-skiing
pant with light insulation and structured face fabric. The ideal garment for
mechanized skiing in style. The Zermatt Pant is perfect together with the
Zermatt Jacket or the Creblet Jacket and it also works well with a shell
jacket.
All-seam sealed, two-layer Gore-Tex.
80 g Thermore Rinnova, 100% recycled polyester insulation.
YKK water resistant ventilation zippers.
Waist adjustment system.
Pre-shaped knees.
Hand pockets with water resistant zippers and brushed tricot for
comfort.
Back pockets.
Snap-to-jacket system.
Snow gaiters with anti-slip elastic.
Schoeller Keprotec reinforcements around the lower and inner leg.
Fit: Slim, Boot cut
Sizes: XS-XL
Women’s Free Rando Jacket
Art nr: 161 2 1016
Icon:
Materials: Four-way stretch double weave, 49% nylon, 42% polyester,
9% spandex,
PFOA-free DWR,

Durable four-way stretch double-weave jacket for randoneé and
backcountry skiing. Since all of us working at Elevenate spend a lot of
time in the backcountry we wanted to make a very breathable ski jacket
in medium-weight fabric. Perfect for the days you want to push it in the
mountains without going for the full race look.
Durable, weather resistant, breathable, four-way stretch fabric.
Fully adjustable, fixed storm hood that fits over a ski helmet.
Extra high front collar with brushed tricot on the inside for comfort.
Strategically placed zippered hand pockets, with mesh lining and a
goggle cloth.
Ski pass sleeve pocket.
Anatomically shaped cuffs.
Protected draw cord system.
Fit: Regular
Sizes: XS-XL

Women’s Free Rando Pant
Art nr: 161 2 2013
Icon: Schoeller
Materials: Four-way stretch double weave, 49% nylon, 42% polyester,
9% spandex,
PFOA-free DWR,
Schoeller Keprotec.
Durable four-way stretch double-weave pant for randoneé and
backcountry skiing. Since all of us working at Elevenate spend a lot of
time in the backcountry we wanted to make a pair of very breathable ski
pants in medium-weight fabric. Perfect for the days you want to push it in
the mountains without going for the full race look.
- Durable, weather resistant, breathable, four-way stretch fabric.
- Waist adjustment system.
- Pre-shaped knees.
- Zippers at leg endings.
- Snow gaiters with anti-slip elastic.
- Zippered hand pockets.
- Zippered leg pocket.
- Zippered back pocket.
- Soft, brushed tricot at inside of waist.

- Schoeller Keprotec reinforcements around the lower and inner leg.
- Fit: Regular
- Sizes: XS-XL
W Lautaret P
Art nr: 161 2 2018
Icon: Schoeller
Materials: Four-way stretch double weave, 49% nylon, 42% polyester,
9% spandex,
PFOA-free DWR,
Schoeller Keprotec.
Durable four-way stretch double-weave pant for ski touring and general
outdoor activities. A pair of very breathable ski pants in medium-weight
fabric that fits over ski touring boots.
Durable, weather resistant, breathable, four-way stretch fabric.
Stretchable belt at waist.
Pre-shaped knees.
Zippers at leg endings.
Width adjustment at leg endings.
Zippered hand pockets.
Zippered leg pocket.
Soft, brushed tricot inside the waist.
Schoeller Keprotec reinforcements on lower inner leg.
Fit: Regular
Sizes: XS-XL
W Fouly J
Art nr: 161 2 1024
Icon:
Materials: 100% Nylon- highly breathable and wind resistant
The Fouly Jacket is highly breathable, lightweight and wind resistant.
Ideal for taking along in your backpack or pocket when you want to go
very light and fast in the mountains.
Highly breathable, lightweight and wind resistant fabric.
Adjustable, fixed storm hood.
High front collar with brushed tricot on the inside for comfort.

Zippered chest pocket.
Adjustable cuffs with Hypalon straps.
Draw cord system at bottom.
Fit: Relaxed
Sizes: XS-XL

W Arolla Tour P
Art nr: 161 2 2019
Icon:
Materials: Wind resistant- 40% Polyamide, 35% Polyester, 22%
Polyurethane, 3% Elastane. Stretch fleece- 85% Polyamide, 15%
Elastane.
The Arolla Tour Pant is a tight fit ski touring pant in stretch fabric that has
strategically placed wind resistant panels.
Strategic, wind resistant panels.
Reinforcement stretch fabric at lower part of legs.
Zippers at outside of lower leg for leg width adjustment.
Hand pockets with brushed lining
Adjustable waist with draw cord.
Elastic band with logo at inside of waist
Anti-slip elastic at inside of lower leg.
Pre shaped knees.
Reflex print.
Athletic, tight fit.
Sizes: XS-XL

W Transition Hood J
Art nr: 161 2 5043
Icon: Pontetorto Technostretch
Materials: Pontetorto Technostretch superlight 97% Polyester, 3%
Elastane, Bluesign certified fabric. Stretchmesh: 80% Polyamide, 20%
Elastane.
Transition Hood is a ski touring mid-layer in lightweight technostretch that

allows maximum mobility. Technostretch is an ideal mid-layer as it has a
durable face and a warm, insulating reverse. It dries quickly and the
stretch allows a snug fit. Has two large storage pockets in stretch mesh,
offering quick and warm storage for skins when you have many
transitions along the way.

Pontetorto Technostretch superlight, Bluesign certified fabric.
Large storage pockets in stretch mesh (for skins).
Minimal hood, to fit underneath a helmet.
Extra high front collar
Full-length zipper with chin guard in brushed tricot
Lycra cuffs at end of sleeves.
Welded inner placket in brushed tricot.
Flatlock seams.
Fit: Athletic
Sizes: XS-XL

Women’s Agile Jacket
Art nr: 161 2 3013
Icon: Primaloft Eco
Materials: Toray 100% Polyester, PFOA-free, DWR.
95/5 White Goose Down, Fill power 750 cuin. 100 g Primaloft Eco
The Agile Jacket is a mid-weight down jacket that works as a warm mid
layer or a standalone jacket in dry, cold conditions. The fabric’s softness
allows insulation in the jacket to have more loft. It is padded with 95/5
white goose down with a 750 cuin fill power and synthetic fibres at
strategic places so that you will keep warm and comfortable in cold
conditions.
- White goose down 95/5.
- Fill power 750 cuin, European standard.
- Toray 100% Polyester, PFOA-free, DWR.
- Strategic placement of Primaloft Eco at critical areas such as shoulders
and elbows.
- Adjustable, down filled, fixed hood.
- Extra high front collar.
- Pre-shaped sleeves.

- Striped front zipper.
- Zippered insulated hand pockets.
- Zippered inner pocket.
- Protected draw cord system.
- Lycra finish at sleeves to minimize bulk around sleeve cuffs.
- Fit: Regular
- Sizes: XS-XL
Women’s Rapide Vest
Art nr: 161 2 3010
Icon:
Materials:, Toray 100% Polyester, PFOA-free, DWR.
95/5 White Goose Down, Fill power 750 cuin.
The Rapide Vest is a lightweight down vest that works as a warm mid
layer or a standalone vest in dry, cold conditions.
White goose down 95/5.
Fill power 750 cuin, European standard.
Toray 100% Polyester, PFOA-free, DWR
Hand pockets.
Zippered chest pocket.
Zippered security pocket.
Down filled inner placket.
Chin guard in brushed tricot.
Hood with lycra striped lycra ending.
Fit: Regular
Sizes: XS-XL

W Combin Hood J
Art nr: 161 2 3008
Icon: Primaloft Eco
Materials: Toray 100% Polyester, PFOA-free, DWR.
100 g Primaloft Eco
Combin Jacket is a Primaloft jacket with a tailored cut and is ideal under
a shell jacket when it is really cold. As Primaloft is not affected by
moisture, it can also be used over a ski jacket when ski touring or on
long off-piste runs when some extra warmth is needed. It is also fantastic
as a comfortable jacket around town when your ski day is over. Its

athletic fit allows for maximum comfort and mobility.
- 100 gram Primaloft Eco insulation.
- Toray 100% Polyester, PFOA-free, DWR.
- Adjustable, fixed hood.
- Extra high front collar with chin guard in brushed tricot.
- Zippered insulated hand pockets.
- Earphone compatible zippered chest pocket.
- Lycra finish to minimize bulk around sleeve cuffs.
- Inner mesh storage pocket.
- Protected draw cord system.
- Fit: Regular
- Sizes: XS-XL

Women’s Zephyr Shorts
Art nr: 161 2 3015
Icon: Primaloft Eco
Materials: Toray 100% Polyester, PFOA-free, DWR.
Four-way stretch double weave, 49% nylon, 42% polyester, 9% spandex,
PFOA-free DWR,
60 g Thermore Ecodown, 100% polyester.
The Zephyr Shorts are a pair of lightweight synthetic down mid-layer
shorts for cold conditions.
They have a fitted cut and are ideal under a pair of shell pants, but can
also be used over a pair of Free Rando Pants when ski touring and some
extra warmth is needed. Stretch panels allow for maximum comfort and
mobility.
Lightweight construction.
60 g Theremore Ecodown
Toray 100% Polyester, PFOA-free, DWR.
Stretch panels and gusset in four-way stretch double weave.
Full-length two-way side zippers.
Waist elastic with Elevenate logo.
Fit: Regular
Sizes: XS-XL

Women’s Arpette Stretch Hood
Art nr: 161 2 5035
Icon: Pontetorto Technostretch
Materials: Pontetorto Technostretch 90% Polyester, 10% Spandex,
Bluesign certified fabric.
The Arpette Stretch Hood is an incredibly comfortable mid layer that
allows for maximum mobility. The technostretch is an ideal performing
mid layer as it has a durable face and a warm, insulating reverse as well
as being fast drying. This, together with its fitted cut and functional
design, makes it a very versatile mid-layer jacket that is sure to be a
favourite.
- Pontetorto Technostretch, Bluesign certified fabric.
- Full-length zipper with chin guard in brushed tricot.
- Zippered hand pockets.
- Inner placket in brushed tricot on the inside.
- Lycra finish to minimize bulk around hood and sleeve cuffs.
- Flatlock seams.
- Fit: Regular
- Sizes: XS-XL

Women’s Arpette Stretch Jacket
Art nr: 161 2 5016
Icon: Pontetorto Technostretch
Materials: Pontetorto Technostretch 90% Polyester, 10% Spandex,
Bluesign certified fabric.
The Arpette Stretch Jacket is an incredibly comfortable mid layer that
allows for maximum mobility. The technostretch is an ideal, performing
mid layer as it has a durable face and a warm, insulating reverse. It is
fast drying and the stretch makes the fit body hugging This, together with
its fitted cut and functional design, makes it a very versatile mid-layer
jacket that is sure to be a favourite.
- Pontetorto Technostretch, Bluesign certified fabric.

- Collar with brushed tricot on the inside.
- Full-length zipper.
- Welded inner placket in brushed tricot.
- Zippered sleeve pocket.
- Flatlock seams.
- Fit: Athletic
- Sizes: XS-XL
Women’s Arpette Stretch Shorts
Art nr: 161 2 5017
Icon: Pontetorto Technostretch
Materials: Pontetorto Technostretch 90% Polyester, 10% Spandex,
Bluesign certified fabric.
The Arpette Stretch Shorts are an incredibly comfortable mid layer that
allow for maximum mobility. The technostretch is an ideal, performing
mid layer as it has a durable face and a warm, insulating reverse. It is
fast drying and the stretch makes the fit body hugging. The Arpette
Stretch Shorts will keep your skiing muscles warm and at three-quarters
length, they will not rub your shins inside your ski boots.
- Pontetorto Technostretch, Bluesign certified fabric.
- Flatlock seams.
- Three-quarter length.
- Elastic with Elevenate logo.
- Gusset at crotch for more freedom of movement.
- Fit: Athletic
- Sizes: XS-XL

Elevenate is a ski resort brand, We make technical ski garments for the
mountain but also some items for daily ski resort life. Garments that
combine mountain inspired function and style.
W Montroc Hood
Art nr: 161 2 5041
Icon: Technowool
Materials: Pontetorto Technowool, 37% recycled wool, 48% polyester,
15% nylon.
The Montroc Hood is a long jacket in Technowool. A fully-functional,

stylish wool product that will both perform well and look great. Made from
37% wool and 63% fleece, with the inner layer in fleece and the outer
layer in wool.
Full-length zipper with chin guard in brushed tricot.
Hand pockets.
Striped rib around hood and in sleeve cuffs.
Pre-shaped elbows.
Fit: Regular, long
Sizes: XS-XL.

Women’s Argentière Hood
Art nr: 161 2 5014
Icon: Technowool
Materials: Pontetorto Technowool, 37% recycled wool, 48% polyester,
15% nylon.
The Argentière Hood is a mid layer in a unique wool fleece named
Techno Wool. A fully-functional, stylish wool product that will both
perform well and look great up on the mountain and down in the town.
Made from 37% wool and 63% fleece, with the inner layer in fleece and
the outer layer in wool. This means that there is no chance of it itching,
even if you only have a t-shirt underneath.
- Pontetorto Techno Wool- 37% recycled wool, 48% polyester, 15%
nylon.
- Full-length zipper with chin guard in brushed tricot.
- Zippered hand pockets.
- Lycra edge at hood.
- Pre-shaped elbows.
- Flatlock seams.
- Fit: Regular
- Sizes: XS-XL.
W Serre Fleece J
Art nr: 161 2 5042
Icon: Pontetorto Technopile

Materials: Pontetorto Microfleece100% Polyester, Bluesign certified
fabric
A comfortable, soft mid-layer in high quality microfleece.

- Pontetorto Microfleece, Bluesign certified fabric.
- Collar with brushed tricot on the inside.
- Full-length zipper.
- Welded chin guard in brushed tricot.
- Zippered hand pockets.
- Lycra finish to minimize bulk around sleeve cuffs.
- Fit: Regular
- Sizes: XS-XL

Women’s Montagne Hood
Art nr: 161 2 5037
Materials: 100% Lambswool, 7 gauge
The Montagne Hood is a striped hooded lambswool knitted sweater.
- Fully fashion knit.
- 100% lambswool.
- Fit: Regular
- Sizes: XS-XL

W Sonalon Knit
Art nr: 161 2 5038
Materials: 100% lambswool.
The Sonalon Knit is a relaxed fitted, two-tone jacquard knitted lambswool
sweater.

Fully fashion knit.
100% lambswool.
Fit: Relaxed
Sizes: XS-XL

W Merino Knit
Art nr: 161 2 5039
Materials: 100% merino wool, 14-gauge.
The Merino Knit is a stylish merino sweater with Elevenate multicolours.
- Fully fashion knit.
- 100% merino wool.
- Fit: Regular
- Sizes: XS-XL
W Clambin Shirt
Art nr: 161 2 8012
Materials: 50% acrylic, 30% polyester, 20% recycled wool, 360 g/sqm
Bluesign certified fabric.
The Clambin Shirt is a hooded, zipped shirt in a technical fabric.
Technical fabric- 50% acrylic, 30% polyester, 20% recycled wool,
Full-length zipper.
Adjustable hood.
Chest pockets
Fit: Regular
Sizes: XS-XL

W Elevenate Shirt
Art nr: 161 2 8013
Materials: 100% Cotton flannel, 135 g/sqm
The Elevenate Shirt is a longer fitting, lightweight flannel shirt.

- Chest pocket.
- Fit: Relaxed, long
- Sizes: XS-XL

W Après Cord P
Art nr: 161 2 8006
Materials: 98% Cotton, 2% Spandex. 275 gr/m
Relaxed pants in stretchy corduroy for the valley
Comfortable, stretchable corduroy fabric.
Garment-dyed for a soft touch.
Zippered cargo leg pocket.
Hand pockets
Back pockets
Pre-shaped knees
Gusset for increased flexibility.
Fit: Relaxed, narrow leg.
Sizes: XS-XL

W Elevenate T-shirt
Art nr: 161 2 8014
Icon:
Materials: Materials: 100% organic cotton
A statement, for every core skier, in 100% organic cotton. Relaxed fit and
garment-dyed for a soft touch and agreat look.
-100% Organic Cotton
- Garment-dyed for a soft touch and a great look.

Source Beanie
Art nr: 161 4 9005
A really warm heavy-knitted woollen beanie with a micro fleece lining.
The stripes and colours are as Elevenate as you can get.
- Material: 30% Wool 70% Acrylic.
- Lining: Micro fleece.
- Height: 26 cm.
- Sizes: one size.
Logo Beanie
Art nr: 161 4 9016
Simple one coloured beanie with Elevenate label and embroidery.
- Material: 100% Acrylic.
- Lining: 100% Acrylic, Double-sided knit.
- Height: 25 cm.
- Sizes: one size, unisex.
Striped Beanie
Art nr: 161 4 9022
Lightweight beanie for warmer days.
- Material: 100% Acrylic.
- Lining: 100% Acrylic, Double-sided knit.
- Height: 26 cm.
- Sizes: one size, unisex.

Bec Beanie
Art nr: 161 4 9024
Lambswool beanie with stripes and microfleece lining.
- Material: 80% Wool, 20% Acrylic.
- Lining: Micro fleece.
- Height: 26 cm.
- Sizes: one size, unisex.

W Montagne Beanie
Art nr: 161 4 9025
Lambswool beanie with the same pattern as the W Montagne hood.
- Material: 100% Lambswool.
- Lining: Micro fleece.
- Height: 25 cm.
- Sizes: one size.

M Montagne Beanie
Art nr: 161 4 9034
Lambswool beanie with the same pattern as the M Montagne knit
- Material: 100% Lambswool.
- Lining: Micro fleece.
- Height: 24 cm.
- Sizes: one size

Merino Beanie
Art nr: 161 4 9036
Merino wool beanie with stripes and microfleece lining.
Material: 100% merino wool.
Lining: Micro fleece.
Height: 25 cm.
Sizes: one size, unisex.

Team Beanie
Art nr: 161 4 9033
Elevenate logo beanie with pompom.
- Material: 100% Acrylic.
- Lining: Double knit

- Height: 26 cm + 7 cm folded.
- Sizes: one size, unisex.

Skier Beanie
Art nr: 161 4 9035
A statement for every core skier: “Damn it feels good to be a skier”.
Material: 100% acrylic.
Lining: Double knit.
Height: 24 + 10cm, folded.
Sizes: one size, unisex.

Elevenate Tube
Art nr: 161 4 9032
All purpose lightweight neck gaiter with Elevenate print.
- Materials: 100% Polyester.
- Height: 50 cm.
- Sizes: one size.
Elevenate Belt
Art nr: 161 4 9012
Canvas belt with the Elevenate stripes.
- Material: 100% Polyester.
- Sizes: one size, unisex.

